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1. 	 fu~~n~~oc~oo~~~V~S~i~~~~~y~2~\~~Vwt~S~b~~~~~~~v_~_in_~_~~~~______ 
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2. What is plotted on the horizontal axis of this graph? ~....::11_·.:...Y'v\ c.., 

' 3. What is plotted on, the vertical axis of this graph? _ ____________'_____~_________' ~~..;.....:..---"'S'_s:' 	 _ 

4. 	 What does the red line on the graph represent? qVVlDV h toP ~ VcJ/Y\.tAi lit Ih.j 

5. What does the green line on the graph represent? d vY\!JV V\r o:::l eCO" e4 

6. How many gramsof carbon 14 remain in the fossil after 11,460 years? ___6 _S...:::'=--~,-~-=7---------
7. 	 How manygrruns of carbon 14 have decayed in this fossil afte1:"11,460 years? __\_,_S__9______ 

8. At the time of death, this organism contained how many grams of carbon 14? __2__'0-+-_______ 

9. , How many grams of carbon 14 have decayed in, this fossil after 5,730 years? ---'-~-5+"__________ 
,.. ;: 

10. 	 How many grams of carbon 14 have decayed in the fossil afier17,190 years? __-'\_,_1_5_3-v-______ 

11. 	 How many grams of carbon 14 remain in the fossil after 17,190 years? Cd? 0 2 S j 
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___~_5..:::::....-!..."--=3=-O_'1~~_~....::.. ___"""-12. 	 How old isa fossil that contains 1 gram of carbon 14? . · .......:rs::.·." '_ :_' 


13. 	 A fossil was found in 1900. It contained .0625 gram of carbon 14. 'The living organism contained 2.0 

grams. How many years before 1900 did the organism die? 

LC6, ~50 


14. Another fossil found in 1900 contained 0.50 grams of carbon 14. The living organism contained 3.0 grams. 

Did this organism die at the same time as the organism in question 13? Explain. ________ 
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